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Abstract
Heritage architectural and sculptural expressions are self-explanatory documents, which carries its legacy
along with the wheel of time. The Chitrakarini temple of Bhubaneswar is one among such precious
monuments, where the then socio-culture knowledge and ideological hemispheres had taken its
materialistic identity, through precisely crafted sculptural panoramic expressions. Material wise this
temple-structure could be categorized as an example of stone architecture; and is located in the Old Town
area of Bhubaneswar, which is the state capital city of Odisha state, India. Goddess Chitrakarini is being
worshipped in this temple- as major deity. As the name “Chitrakarini” reflects, this is a temple of “Female
Painter” or “Paintress of Life”- and is world’s only known temple, which is dedicated to the goddess
“Chitrakarini”- who is the divine sub-form of Goddess Saraswati- the deity of Knowledge in Hinduism.
Therefore goddess Chitrakarini, establishes her identity as the goddess of Creative Intellectual Activities.
This temple was built during CE 1238 to CE 1264 by one of the Vaishnav king of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty,
Narasingh Dev-1. According to local religious and socio-cultural beliefs this monument is dedicated to
worship and honor women’s contribution towards the creation, management and maintenance of human
life-cycles over this planet. But as observed, now a day this heritage monument is detreating due to
multifold issues. This temple is declared as ‘Monument Of National Importance’, under the Ancient
Monuments and Archaeological Sites & Remains Act’ 1958. This paper critically investigates the present
overall scenario of this temple.
Keywords: Temple Conservation, Conservation of Architectural Heritage, Conservation of Hindu Heritage
Sites, Conservation of Indian Stone Sculptures, Stone Crafts Legacy in India, Hindu Architecture

1. Introduction
This paper is an outcome of observation based field study. This study encompasses the existing
general condition of the Chitrakarini temple, and includes its Geographic Location of Chitrakarini
temple, Historical background, Socio-cultural importance, Stone as primary constructional raw
material, Temple structure, Precisely crafted stone sculptures and carvings, Sculptural and
structural damage studies, Temple revival Initiatives and Significance of Chitrakarini temple in
contemporary era etc.
This temple’s architectural structure belongs to the Kalinga School of Architecture1. Stone had
been used as the primary construction material and further enriched through highly skillfully
crafted stone sculptures and/or stone murals and carrying approximately 900 years old existence
with legacy in Old City area of Bhubaneswar. In present context, being the state capital city of
Odisha, Bhubaneswar has its own remarkable political, administrative, cultural and economic
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identity in India2. Chitrakarini Temple had been declared as a ‘Monument Of National
Importance’, under the Ancient Monuments And Archaeological Sites & Remains Act’ 1958, by the
Government of India.
This heritage monument3 is geographically situated in the Old Town area of Bhubaneshwar.
However, Bhubaneswar is considered as a divine city in Hindu Religion, and is recognized as
Guptkashi4, i.e. the holy place, where God Shiv5 stays anonymously; but in contrast, the
Chitrakarini Temple belongs to the Vaishnavism stream of Hinduism, and was built by the
Narasingh Dev-1, who was also known as Narasimhadev-1, or as Langula Narasingha Dev-1. He was
a Vaishnav king of Chodaganga Dynasty or Eastern Ganga Dynasty6 and ruled during CE 1238 to
CE 12647, so this temple’s building time-line could identified as CE 1238 to CE 1264. Geographically
this temple is situated merely around 300 meters away from the main entrance of the CE 615 to
CE 11th century built, Shaivism forum belonging- Lingraj Temple; which is sharing common
boundary wall, with the Chitrakarini Temple. This temple is dedicated to worship goddess
Saraswati8 and honor the endless contributions made by the entire race of female towards human
settlement over this planet.

2. Purposes of Study
Primary purpose of this study is to understand the dynamics of: (a.) The existing status of the
sand stone constructed sculptural, architectural and artifacts in Chitrakarini temple; (b.) Identify
and document present scenario of the monumental damages and identify conservational
initiatives; and (c.) Contemporary significance to preserve this temple etc. Secondary purpose of
this study is to attract further serious research and intervention activities in the direction of
architectural and stone artifact conservation9; so that the Chitrakarini Temple, as well as other
similar natured heritage temples of Bhubaneswar, like- Mahakaleswar Temple, Papnashini Temple,
Yameshwar Temple and Bakreswar Temple etc. and numerous other temples could also be
restored- before completely get destructed.

3. Research Method
3.1. Process Followed
This field study was done during 18.06.2017 to 24.06.2017. During this study, the primary set of
data had been collected through field observation and interactions- based on a ‘whatever it was’
basis. For this purpose, different interviews and one-to-one meetings had been conducted in and
around the Chitrakarini Temple. To supplement findings of this field study, researcher had also
visited a few other nearby temples with similar and/or near similar structures available around
Chitrakarini Temple, like- Mahakaleswar Temple, Papnashini Temple, Yameshwar Temple and
Bakreswar Temple etc. and included such findings in this paper- as and when required. During
compilation of this paper, collected data sets had been supplemented by different secondary and
tertiary sources- to achieve clarity in thought. All photographs displayed in this paper had been
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snapped by this researcher, using an AndoerTM R11080P, 15fps Full HD 24MP Digital Camera, with
Anti-shake quality and 4X w/UV Filter facility10. Different graphic software had been used in
combination to generate compositions, provided in this paper. The local Odiya terminologies
were collected and represented according to the interviewee’s phonetic pronunciations- and as
understood by this researcher, which had been further translated in its near suitable English
equivalent using different online Odiya-English and English-Odiya translation tools.
3.2. Disclaimer
As this was a field observation based explorative research process, having direct and indirect
relation with heritage, religious and socio-cultural beliefs; so, this researcher respectfully states,
that his approach was purely holistic and not intended to attract any negative impact over any
individual or group’s religious, commercial and non-commercial or any other interest(s)- if any;
and so this researcher will not be responsible for any damage caused. Latitude of this paper is
holistically limited to the revival and conservation of the seriously detreating but surviving 13th
century built Chitrakarini Temple and its premises- so that this monument’s present status could
be improvised and conserved, so that this irrevocable heritage could be preserved for further
generations. Further, as this was an observation based research work, supplemented by random
discussion sessions with the then available resource persons available near studied sites; so,
considerable intellectually differences may occur- as opinions may vary from person-to-person
basis. However, this researcher had tried his level best to maintain the correctness and clarity of
thought during data-collection, analysis and document compilation.

4. Geographic Location of Chitrakarini Temple
The online search tool, elevationmap11 had been used to record the geographic elevation data of
Lingraj Temple- as the Chitrakarini Temple is merely approx. 350 meters away from the Lingraj
Temple, so these findings could be used as common indicative data about the Chitrakarini
Temple’s geographical location. The received set of recorded geographical data was found as:
Latitude- 20.23771 North, Longitude- 85.83429 East; while the recorded altitude was 31 meters or
101 feet from sea level.

10
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Image-1: Location map of the Chitrakarini Temple, in Old Town, Bhubaneswar, Odisha,
India (Illustration by author)
4.1. How to reach Chitakarini Temple?
One may reach to the Chitrakarini temple from any corner of this planet. Temple’s premise
entrance was directly connected to the Badadanda Shahi Road. This road was situeted along with
temple premise’s East-North boundary. Temple premise’s only entrance is situated at its NorthSouth corner. This road connects temple to the Kaplana Square- which could be considered as a
major traffic hub of Bhubaneswar city. An approximate distance between Chitrakarini temple and
Kaplana Square was about 03.5 kilometers. This distance could be travelled through locally
available public and private transportation modes, like- shared auto rickshaw, city bus, taxi etc. A
large number of economic-hotels were found available near Kaplana Square, where one may plan
to stay, and explore smelling the genuine regional socio-cultural fragrances.
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For further travelling purposes, one may reach to the Biju Patnaik International Airport from the
Kaplana Square, which was approx. 03.6 kilometers away- to travel through air-transport. The
Bhubaneswar Railways Station was situated at a distance of approx. 01.1 kilometers from the
Kaplana Square, and could be used to travel further through railways network. The Baramunda
Bus Stand was situated at a distance of approx. 07.8 kilometers from the Kaplana Square, and
could be used to travel further through road transport networks.

5. Socio-Cultural Identity of Chitrakarini Temple
This temple’s name- “Chitrakarini Temple”, reflects itself, that the main deity of this temples is
Goddess Chitrakarini, whose idol is being worshipped here. “Chitrakarini” is a term, originated
from the classic Indian language-Sanskrit, which could be equivalent in English language as
“Paintress”. “Chitrakarini”- is the ‘constructional and explorative’ form of Goddess Saraswati; who
is regarded as the prime goddess of Knowledge and Creative Expressions12 according to Hinduism
philosophy. As per the findings, goddess Chitrakarini, is a form of Saraswati; and through this
form her, identity as the ‘Goddess of Creative Expressions’ had been established.
According to the local beliefs, devotees of the Chitrakarini goddess are worshipping, and
celebrating the motherly feminine creative contributions towards building intellectually groomed
human race over this planet. This is incredible!

Image-2: (A.) Goddess Chitrakarini’s idol, (B.) A lighted Deepak ghee in front of central
shrine, (C.) A devotee, learning creative principles within the Chitrakarini Temple
premises (Photography by author)
Here, this is important to discuss, that a few of the local devotees were also in believe, that the
Goddess “Chitrakarini” is a form of Goddess Parwati13- the wife of Lord Shiva, but this claim does
not seems justifiable, as this Temple was built by a Vaishnav believing Ganga dynasty king, who
ruled in this geographic region after Keshri dynasty; and both of the ruling dynasties were
belonging from the then contraindicating religious-political and socio-cultural pathways of
Vaishnavism14 and Shaivism15. But in contemporary harmonious cultural and religious scenario of
Hinduism in India, when differences between the Vaishnavism and Shaivism has almost forbidden
and no such significant religious-political action group(s) are in powerful-existence; so, ambiguity
of beliefs among believers in present era- regarding its actual belongingness with Vaishnavism or
with Shaivism get faded. Resulting, few local devotees are worshipping Goddess “Chitrakarini”
12
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these days as a form of Mother Goddess Saraswati16 (Wife of Lord Brahma17, who belongs to
Vaishnavism- as per the Hindu mythology Lord Brahma had taken birth from Lord Vishnu’s navel
zone18); while others are worshiping Chitrakarini as the Mother Goddess Parwati (Wife of Lord
Shiva). So, on the basis of this analytical understanding, this could be stated that the Goddess
Chaitrakarini a form of Saraswati, who is belonging with the tradition of Vaishnavism. Further, as
the Ganga dynasty Kings were strong followers of the Vaishnavism stream of Hinduism, and
Vaishnavism followers had religious and socio-political conflicts with the Shaivism19 followers; so,
there was no any logical interest for promoting a Ganga dynasty Kings to build such a beautiful
Temple on their own costs, to promote a Goddess related with the Shaivism tradition, as the
Chitrakarini in the then era20 of 13th century. This speculative discussion is further evidenced and
supported by the majority of sculpted forms of gods and goddesses precisely incorporated over
the wall panels of this temple. In Chitrakarini temple, majority of the god and goddesses forms
are belonging with the Vaishnavism stream of Hinduism and other closely knitted mythological
forms, like- Garud, Seshnag, Narshingh etc.

Image-3: (A.) A currently worshipping auspicious Tulsi Chaura in Chitrakarini Temple,
with swastika symbols, (B.) A holy bunch of red Chudi taged by a newly wedded bride in a
tree within temple premises, (C.) A set of terracotta made, used oil lighting system and
utensils within the Chitrakarini Temple premises (Photography by author)
However, this temple has respectively less traffic of devotees. But this temple is a living temple,
where the idol of the goddess Chitrakarini is being worshipped on a regular basis. This researcher
had identified different worshipping marks, having deep values in Hinduism, as displayed in
image-3.

6. Primary construction material: Stone
Stone was the basic construction material used in construction of Chitrakarini temple- foundation
area, door panels, wall panels, boundary walls etc. all built using stone. Two different types of
stone had been found in constructed structures, i.e., sandstone and laterite. Intricate Stone
carvings were majorly available over sandstone panels. As noticed, originally this Temple had no
provisions for a closeable door, but an Iron door had been installed later on at the common
entrance of the main shrine- due to safety purposes.

16
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6.1. Sand Stone:
Sandstones are nature made common sedimentary rocks, composed of sand particles, minerals
and other locally available other variants21. Most of the Odisha sandstones are made up of the
broken particles of the Deccan Plateau22, and are available in red, orange reddish yellow and pink
etc. like colors variations. Sandstones of Odisha, carries clearly visible weather-marks or grain
lines23, and different types of coastal wind reactive components24. These stones are suitable for
handcraft25 and creative sculptural expression26 purposes through chiseling27 and other related
craft processes. Probably that’s why, sandstone had been used as the primary construction
material for building Chitrakarini temple premise’s all five shrines.

Image-4: (A.) Raw sandstone block, (B.) A carved sandstone block available in
Mahakaleswar Temple premise, (C.) Sculpted sandstone wall of Chitrakarini Temple
(Photography by author)
6.2. Laterite Stone:
Laterite stones are locally known as ମାଙ୍କଡ଼ ପତ୍ଥର or Mankad Patthar; and are being used for
building contemporary houses as well used for other diversified daily life uses by the local
residents. Few local uses of laterite bricks could be seen in image-5. Since long back, Laterite
stone bricks had been used as a construction material28 in Odisha and so found used in
constructions of the studied temples. Laterite decompositions are usually available near the earth
crust, and are easy to be extracted, and further cutting into symmetric cuboidal bricks. There is a
vast decomposition of laterite stone in different nearby locations within the Odisha sate.

21
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Image-5: Some native uses of laterite stone blocks: (A.) Used as seating base in a local tea
stall along with flat wooden slabs, (B.) Laterite stone block made fireplace in a village
restaurant-plastered with clay, (C.) A complete house made up of laterite blocks
(Photography by author)
The laterite bricks were mostly used for constructing external boundary walls of the studied
temples in common- including Chitrakarini temple. However, as observed, few shrines were
completely constructed using laterite bricks, with minimal carvings; please refer image-6(E&F).
These bricks had also been found used for constructing ladder steps, footpath constructions, and
in wall constructions in different studied temples. As well these stones were also used for the
purposes of wall repair and reinforcement in these temples- where original walls got poorly
damaged.

Image-6: (A.) Post-extracted view of a laterite mine, (B.) Rectangular-cuboidal brick
blocks of laterite, (C.) A Laterite constructed complete wall panel in Papnashini Temple
premise, (D.) A wall panel of Chitrakarini Temple restored using laterite bricks, (E.)
Papnashini Temple’s entire Jagmohan shrine built using laterite bricks, (F.) A complete
peripheral shrine in Mahakaleswar Temple campus built using laterite bricks
(Photography by author)
A hammer-test had been done by this researcher, using two near-equal-volume blocks of postsculpt left-out sandstone and laterite stone available near a stone sculpting workshop, situated in
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Samantarapur area29 of Bhubaneswar, and found that strength-wise sandstone was at least 10-11
times stronger than its laterite equivalent. The major reason of this strength-difference was
sample stone block’s natural inter-particle space30 composition. The inter-particle space had been
founder denser in sandstone rather than laterite. In addition to this inter-particle compositional
character- laterite block was full of random formed stomas and was easily permeable for water,
moisture and air. Due to laterite block’s vast porous and rustic surface, this was highly difficult to
identify seasoning grain marks over its surface; however identifying seasoning grain marks over
the sandstone block was visually prominent. And so, this researcher had identified sandstone
more feasible, rather than laterite for building any permanent structure. However, in nearby local
market, laterite is available in abundance and also respectively cheaper in cost, rather than
sandstone.

7. Temple Structure
As observed, the architectural structure of Chitrakarini temple could be categorized as a
Panchayatana31 style of temple complex. Structurally this temple has five different shrines- main
shrine is constructed in the center, where the idol of Goddess Chitrkarini’s had been established at
its Mulsthan. This section was found directly attached with the Jagmohan32; and remaining four
temples were situated at the peripheral corners in rectangular alignment- keeping main temple in
center. Main shrine of Chitrakarini Temple was east facing. External walls of all five temples were
precisely carved with high craftsmanship precision. The major construction material had been
identified as sandstone. The Ashlar Masonry Technique33 had been executed to construct this
temple. Architectural structure of this temple belongs to the Kalinga Style of Architecture34. The
main temple of Chitrakarini temple premise could be separated in two structural parts, i.e. Rekha
Deul and Jagmohan35.
The Rekha Deul or ରେଖା ଦେଉଳ was the tallest structure found in Chitrakarini Temple complex;
where the major idol was being kept and worshipped by the senior most priest or Nonna36 or ନାନ୍ନା
of this temple. The space within the Rekha Deul, where, idol of the major deity is being kept is
called as- ଗର୍ଭଗୃହ or Garbhgrih or Sanctuary. In vertical axis, the entire structure of Rekha Deul
could be subdivided into four major sub-sections, i.e., Kalash or କାଲଶ or Top Most Section;
Chapad or ଚାପଡ଼ or Middle Section, Bod or ବଡ଼ or Wall, and Pisht or ପିସହତ or foundation- in its top
to bottom vertical alignment.
The next adjacent built structure was Pidha Deul or ପିଢା ଦେଉଳ, which was closely associated with
the Rekha Deul, and used for the purpose of main deity’s worship by the pool of devotees. This
space had been openly accessible by devotees, from where they could offer Bhajan37 or ଭଜନ; Nrity
or ନୃତ୍ୟ; Devotional dance; perform meditation; and other ritualistic offerings to the deity. The
structure of Pidha Deul includes four sub-sections in its vertical orientation, i.e., Ghanta-Kalash or
29
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ଘଣ୍ଟା-କାଲଶ or Top Most Section; Pidha or ପିଢା or Middle Section, Bod or ବଡ଼ or Wall- in top to
bottom constructed arrangement; and sharing common Pisht or ପିସହତ or foundation with the
Rekha Deul. The inside hall space is called as Jagmohan38.
Above main deity’s temple structure was surrounded by four other respectively smaller,
peripheral temples in rectangular peripheral-orientation. However, all of these four peripheral
temples had similar constructed structures, had similar heights and widths from their inside and
outside. These peripheral temples had been constructed for the purpose of worshipping alliance
deities.

8. Stone Sculptures of Chitrakarini Temple
In Chitrakarini Temple, major stone carvings were available over its exterior spaces, like- Bod,
Chapd and Kalash sections of the Rekha Deul and Pidha Deul of the central temple’s shrine; and
Rekha Deul of other four peripheral temple shrines. These sections were completely surrounded
with numerous fine crafted stone legacies. Among these expressions along with different forms of
gods and goddesses, different daily life activities had been expressed through human and animal
forms and skillfully supplemented through nature inspired forms. The entire range of sculpted
forms over the wall panels of Chitrakarini temple could be classified on the basis of explored
subjects, into following five sub-sections according to their subjects- human daily life forms;
human-animal forms; fused human and animal forms; creature forms; biological forms etc.
However a sizable number of sculptures are now available in partially or completely damaged
conditions.
8.1. Sculpted forms based over human life:
These stone sculptures were found exceptional in terms of expressed statements, involved skill
sets and intellectual expressions of different Ras through the entire range of sculpted forms.
There are eleven different Ras, as per the grammar of the classic Indian language Sanskrit, i.e.,
Shringar Ras, Hasy Ras, Karun Ras, Raudr Ras, Vir Ras, Bhayanak Ras, Vibhats Ras, Adbhut Ras,
Shant Ras, Watsaly Ras and Bhakti Ras39 etc. All of the human forms are precisely crafted and ably
expressing their individualistic statements, through their self-explanatory mode of expressions.
Majority of the sculpted human forms of this temple are now in damaged conditions and in
urgent requirement of restorative conservation40.

38
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Image-7: (A.) Pair of human form with chiseled broken head, (B.) Two different leady
forms in original condition displaying Hashy Ras and Shringar Ras, (C.) Half damaged
lord Vishnu form displaying Vir Ras, (E.) Due to nature caused, local climatic conditions
faded sculpture of unidentified human forms41 (Photography by author)
Sculptures displayed in image-7(A,C&E) were found within 15 feet’s vertical height range from the
temple’s foundation over wall panel; while the sculptures displayed in 7(B) were found above 15
feet’s vertical height range from the Chitrakarini Temple foundation.
8.2. Sculpted fused human-animal forms:
Different fused human-animal Hindu mythological forms had also been found among the wall
mounted sculptures in Chitrakarini Temple. A few of them were:
8.2.1. God Narsing:
God Narsing42 is considered as a Hindu god and is regarded as a form of lord Vishnu. In this
mythological sculpture, lion’s upper halves got fused with a human body. Please refer image-8(A).
8.2.2. God Sheshnag and Vimla Devi or Nag-Lakshmi:
God Sheshnag43 is a Hindu mythological snake god’s form, having seven heads. In this
mythological sculpture, human’s upper half got fused with the Nag Snake’s lower body part. In
this temple, a wide range of different female snake forms had also been found sculptedrepresenting different forms of goddess Vimala Devi44 or Nag-Lakshmi45. She was the wife of
Sheshnag; please refer image-8(B).
8.2.3. God Garud:
In Hinduism, God Garud46 had been considered among the prime support to lord Vishnu and
considered as the most powerful king of birds. In a sculpted form, Garud’s main body had been
represented with two pair of wings on his back side, along with a bird’s face which was fused with
a human body. In this sculpture, face was found damaged and its beak part was lost. Please refer
image-8(C).
8.2.4. God Ganesh:
In Hindu mythology, God Ganesh47 had been considered as a Hindu god who is equally regarded
and worshipped in both the streams of Vaishnavism as well as in Shaivism. Even today, god
Ganesh is equally being honored and worshipped along with Vaishnav goddess- Saraswati and
Lakshmi, on the occasion of Deepawali48, in every Hindu family49. In a sculpted form, Ganesh’s
head part was sculpted as elephant head, while the remaining parts were sculpted as human body
form. But interestingly, in this sculpture, an animated form of God Ganesh is riding over an
41
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elephant and not over a Rat! This is contraindicative with the popular Shivism style of Ganesh’s
representation, where God Ganesh get represented riding over a Rat! Please refer image-8(D).

Image-8: Sculpted forms of human-animal fused mythological Hindu deities available on
the walls of Chitrakarini Temple: (A.) God Narsing, (B.) God Shashnag, (C.) God Garud,
and (D.) God Ganesh (Photography by author)
8.3. Sculpted human and animal forms:
In addition to above human-animal fused Hindu mythological forms, interactive human-animal
forms had also been carefully sculpted over these wall panels. But as majority of the sculptures of
this series, were found poorly damaged in Chitrakarini Temple, so this was quite difficult to
identify the subjected form of deities. However, on the basis of studied body gestures of the
subjected forms, this could be speculated, that in image-9, (A.) is a Pig similar form, (B.) is a Goat
similar form, (C.) is a Monkey similar form, and (D.) is a Lion similar form etc. had been sculpted.
The sculpture of elephant riding Ganesh could also be included in this series, please refer image8(D).

Image-9: Sculpted forms of human and animal interactive forms from the walls of
Chitrakarini Temple- (A.) Pig with man, (B.) Goat with man, (C.) Monkey with man, and
(D.) Lion with two men (Photography by author)
8.4. Creature forms:
Like above discussed human and fused-human series, sculptures of this temple gave equal
emphasis over the different daily-life activities of animal kingdom too. A few of the examples had
been displayed in image-10. Different lively repeat-patterns in linear progression were available
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over this temple’s wall panels. Creature’s life in nature had been incorporated beautifully through
image-10 (B,C&D). The social interaction among creatures could be referred in 10(A&G); where
the copulative pair of creatures could be referred in image-10(E&G).

Image-10: Sculpted animal forms over the walls of Chitrakarini Temple- (A.) Interactive
elephant series, (B.) Lion series, (C.) A miscellaneous series of fish, bird, lion and
elephant, (D.) Bird series, (E.) Copulating pair of monkey, (F.) Copulating pair of
elephant, and (G.) Garud standing over an unidentified creature (Photography by author)
Forms of different birds, and animals indulge in different lively activities were also found sculpted
over these wall panels. Among other major sculpted subjects, elephant series, bird series, lion
series, monkey series, deer series etc. had been found. All of these were quite lively, and were
crafted precisely over the Chitrakarini temple’s wall panels.
8.5. Murals inspired from biological forms:
Different biological and other forms were found over the wall panels of temple. These forms could
be categorized as murals in majority of the cases, as most of them had been incorporated over
two-dimensional stone slabs; which were further placed over the main temple’s wall panels.
However, few of them also had three dimensional characteristics as well, like image-11(G.); and so
this panel could be considered as a wall mounted sculpture.
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Image-11: Different panels carrying floral forms installed on Chitrakarini Temple walls
(Photography by author)
The walls panels of Chitrakarini Temple were ably demonstrated as the great treasury of wall
mounted murals. These murals were precisely chiseled and mounted all around the temple walls
and carrying great legacy of stone craftsmanship of CE 13th century. Mural panels displayed in
images-11(A,B,C,E&F) were inspired from different floral forms; while image-11(D) was inspired
from the abdominal form of snake; while the form displayed in image-11(G) had been identified
inspired from the vagina- the biological feminine reproductive organ.

9. Damage Studies in Chitrakarini Temple
9.1. Factors responsible for present status of damages in Chitrakarini Temple
Some of the identified responsible factors for the existing damages of sculptures, artifacts and
architectural structures in Chitrakarini Temple could be classified into three broader sub-sections:
(a.) Effects of local natural climate; (b.) Un-ethical activities; and (c.) Some improper
incorporation of basic amenity enhancement initiatives in temple premises etc.

Image-12: causes of existing damages in Temple artifacts and structures in the
Chitrakarini Temple Premises
9.2. Nature caused stone decay due to local atmospheric conditions
Due to the effects of local natural atmospheric conditions, decay of sandstone had been identified
as one of the major aspect in this temple’s foundation area damages50. Few of the climatic
conditions generated stone decay effects were available over the wall panels; majority of them
were spread near temple’s foundation zone. However, due to local atmospheric conditions,
sculptural decays in upper parts of Chitrakarini Temple had also been observed. In this context, a
report titled- “Conservation of the Konarak Temple, Orissa” prepared by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific And Cultural Organization, could be referred and its guidelines, as
suggested by R.M. Lemaire and M. Tabasso51, could be precisely followed for conserving the
overall architectural structure and artifacts of this temple.
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Image-13: (A.) A panel with climate-washed artifacts, (B.) A climate caused self-chipping
stone structures near temple foundation, (C.) An example of growing plant from a stone
block join of the main temple’s foundation, which may cause further damages with its
growing root strength inside this joint (Photography by author)
According to the above referred document, local atmospheric conditions affected the decay in
upper and inner layers of the sculptural artifacts of this temple. These sculptures and
architectural structures were found with poorly faded surfaces and the upper carved surfaces of
these structures and sculptures were coming out in the form of dusts, and were attaining faded
visual appearance and weakening internal structures. Some of the panels could be referred
through image-13(A&B). At several points, serious stone cracks had also been identified by this
researcher.
Near lower foundation area, unwanted growth of plants between the stone-block joints had also
been found; which is enough for these unwanted herbs to cause damages in the lower foundation
area for Chitrakarini Temple’s existing structure, which had travelled centuries long journey till
date. An existing example of this factor is displayed through image-13(C), which is also an
unignorably responsible factor for existing nature caused damages in lower foundational
structures52, along with the local atmospheric conditions.
9.3. Un-Ethical Activities: Over Sculpted Stone Artifacts
As per the local commuters, Chitrakarini and other nearby temples were surviving under high
threat of monumental theft. This information is also supported by a journal publication titled“Monumental Neglect: Need for Awakening”, published in Odisha Review53. In 2001, the similar
case of heritage monument theft had come in notice from Lord Jagannath Temple of Puri in
Odisha54. As these incidences are projecting direct threat over the national heritage identity55.
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Image-14: (A.) A wall panel with two missing sculptures- Both bases remain, (B.) A
deliberately half-damaged sculpture remain, (C.) A deliberately damaged panel with
clearly visible chiseling marks (Photography by author)
Such unethical, unsocial practices should be completely prevented- as this researcher came across
to that such incidences were disappointed the devotees56 of this temple. Preventing theft of
artifacts will effectively contribute towards the conservation of Chitrakarini Temple’s heritage and
its socio-cultural identity.
9.4. Unintentional damages caused by devotees
This had also been found that during the ritual worship-practices, devotees had been touching
and rubbing idols of gods and goddesses- by ignoring the fact, that such idols had been made up
of a physical material, i.e., stone; and are representing the speculative physical form of such deity.
On the wheel of long travelled time, such repetitive regular practice becomes responsible to cause
effects of touch-wash57. As the Chitrakarini Temple and its stone-carved artifacts are of around
900 year’s old now in 2017-2018; so, such faded effects on artifacts were now clearly visible over
such regularly touched areas. Mostly these effects had been found over the sculptures, where the
traffic of devotees was higher, like- the only entrance to this temple’s Jagmohan area.

Image-15: Touch washed sculpted stone forms at the main entrance side-panels of
Jagmohan in Chitrakarini Temple: (A.) Left Side Panel, (B.) Right Side Panel (Photography
and Illustration by author)
This had been observed that the major damages had been occurred in two parts of human-similar
idol’s face and leg parts. The leg part got completely damaged due to regular Charan-Sparsh58
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Sculptural damages occurred due to regular touch by the pool of devotees on a regular basis during their holy
offerings. Such effects had been observed on easily approachable sculptures, installed in a high devotee traffic
zone, alongside of the Chitrakarini Temple’s Jagmohan entrance.
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practices by the pool of devotees; while, the face parts got damaged due to the regular offering
Naivedy59, like- sweets and other edibles- through pouring them into the lips and mouth region of
such stone idols; please refer image-15(B). Other sculpted stone artifacts over the main entrance
of this temple’s Jagmohan was also found touch-washed, due to regular holistic touch by devotees,
please refer left panel artifact, as displayed in image-15(A). In Hinduism, touching the deity’s idol
is a common and regular practice, which is responsible for these sculptural damages. Here this
researcher wishes to mention that idol-touch practices should be avoided by the pool of devotees
to preserve the sculpted-glory of any idol; as after all any human creation may get its physical
shape using a material; and every material available over this earth has only a certain life-time,
and is equally applicable for any stone structure as well.

Image-16: (A.) Wall writing, (B.) Etching marks; over stone panels of Chitrakarini Temple
(Photography and Illustration by author)
There were few writing and etching marks had also been identified over the wall panels of this
temple, please refer image-16(A&B). This should be avoided, as these are harmful in the direction
to conserve this monument and its structural life60.
9.5. Executed Amenity Enhancements Initiatives: A Study
To extend the quality of basic utility needs, different technology driven systems had been
installed in recent years within the Chitrakarini temple premises; among which importantly two
classes of such systems had been found installed within the temple premises: (1.) Electricity based
night lightning system installations, and (2.) Water supply system installations etc. However, such
executions enhanced the quality of public utility facilities within temple premises; but as such
installations were incorporated directly over the stone structures of this 13th century old
monument61, were found responsible to reduce the ‘material-life’ of this centuries old stone
structure- which was found already suffering with serious stone decays and damages- due to the
local nature caused atmospheric and other conditions. Further, this researcher had also observed
lack in periodically required, post-installation maintenance. An example could be referred
through image-17(C); where an electric pole, found leaning over the boundary wall of this temple
and was about to damage this permanent structure- if not been adjusted on a priority basis. Some
of the other findings has also been referred in images-18, 19, 20 etc. further.
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Image-17: Amenity enhancement systems within Temple premises in Chitrakarini Temple
(Photography by author)
9.5.1. Installation of Water Supply System
Role of the fresh water supply had always been in prime importance at any religious premise
across the religions62, to support its daily socio-cultural needs. Over the eastern wall of this
monumental premise, there is Poly Vinyl Chloride63 based water supply system had been installed
as displayed in image-17(A), with wrought iron made fixtures. These fixtures, as shown in image18(C) were directly installed over this stone wall by penetrating its surface- this may offer cracks,
groves etc. in such wall panels- when these non-coated iron fixtures get rusted64 and produce
different oxidized residues while gradually exposed with atmospheric oxygen and moisture, which
results volume expansion in oxidized iron; but as stone and cement can’t expend as much, so
getting cracks- and this way the entire wall structures may receive negative impact. The mark of
an improperly execute plumbing system repair could be referred through image-18(R); where the
stone block had been removed, while unclamping the old fixture.

Image-18: A damage caused by the improper maintenance of water supply system on
Chitrakarini Temple premise wall (Photography & Illustration by author)
9.5.2. Temple Electrification
These days, electrification is considered as one of the basic requirement for night vision among
human settlements; but when such electrification implemented directly over the wall panels of an
around 900 year’s old monument itself causing threats over its structural strength. In Chitrakarini
Temple premises, majority of the electrification works had been found incorporated through
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direct placements of iron nails and clamps, even this researcher had observed different holes with
chiseling marks over this temple complex wall panels. Use of the external side pales found
advisable for such electrification works, to preserve this temple for further generations.

Image-19: Electrification in Chitrakarini Temple (A.) A lightning system- directly installed
over the Temple panel, (B.) A functional electric wire- hanging along with the temple’s
external wall, (C.) An electrification purpose hole over the temple panel (Photography by
author)

10. Chitrakarini Temple’s Revival Initiatives
The Chitrakarini Temple is an Archeological Survey of India65 protected site, which is displayed in
three different signage boards installed within this premise- along with different trilingual
instructional descriptions, i.e. in regional language- Odiya, National language- Hindi, and
International language-English etc. However there is no any signage found here, which may
display the historical and other temple specific socio-cultural importance or similar information
to the public. A bilingual temple-name-identification signage was placed by the Tourism
Department of Odisha State Government66, in front of this temple; please refer image-20(A) for
this signage. However, being the subject to protect and conserve Chitrakarini Temple, such
signage had great importance to identify this monument.
10.1. Open Access Temple Documentation
In the direction of authentic or official documentations about Chitrakarini Temple, a set of
documents had been identified by this researcher. Some of them were:
 A photograph of this temple, clicked by William Henry Cornish in 1892 which was
published by the British Library titled: General view of the Chitrakarini Temple,
Bhubaneshwar- as an authentic library-document67.
 The review report, edited by the Director General of the Archeological Survey of India,
published in 1973 could consider as another reference document68 about the Chitrakarini
Temple.
 An official documentation about basic temple-information about Chitrakarini Temple.
This documentation had been done by the Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts69 of
New Delhi, bearing document number-OR/KDA/BSR-39.
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An Office Order number 21/2009 issued by the Commissioner of Police, Bhubaneswar in
2009- and identifies Chitrakarini Temple as one of the local police-protected site. In this
document, one may refer the name of Chitrakarini Temple under its annexure-A, at serial
number-0870.
These documents could be considered as few available authentic or officially published
identification documents, published through different authentic sources. Among other
documentation, the video titled: Chitrakarini Temple-Bhubaneswar71, could also be referred for
this temple’s existing sculptural and structural status these days.


Image-20: Different Signage boards installed in Chitrakarini Temple (Photographs by
author)
During this field visit, a number of four different permanently installed documents had been
found in the form of publically displayed signage. All of such signage were self-explanatory, neatly
printed and clearly visible for the audience and could be broadly displayed in two categories:
10.1.1. Personalized Signage:
A bilingual (Odiya and English), Sky Blue colored signage, installed by the Odisha Tourism
Department of the State Government of Odisha, outside the main entrance of this temple
premise. This signage was displaying name of this temple, as: “Chitrakarini Temple”; and so could
be categorized as a personalized signage. Please refer image-20(A).
10.1.2. Generic Signage:
As remaining three signage boards were nowhere mentioning the name of “Chitrakarini Temple”
in their set of literature, so could be categorized as the Generic Signage- which carrying set of
information having equally important for all of the similar protected monumental sites wherever
Indian law could be extended in force. All of these trilingual boards were installed by the
Archeological Survey of India and carries different statutory information and instructions as:
10.1.2.1. Protected Monument Signage:
This Navy Blue colored signage (image-20(B): Left) informs that this temple had been announced
as a Monument Of National Importance, under the provisions of Ancient Monuments And
Archaeological Sites And Remains Act’195872. Further this board also explains about different
conservational protective provisions defined under the Ancient Monuments And Archaeological
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Sites And Remains (Amendment and Validation) Act’201073, disregarding this act may considered as
a punishable offence for audience. Purpose of this signage was understood by this researcher as,
to protect the temple structure and all parts of this premise.
10.1.2.2. Prohibited and Regulated Area Signage:
This Navy Blue colored signage (image-20(B): Right) was displaying statutory instructions and
limiting any type of construction or excavation around this temple’s geographic periphery of 100
meters as prohibited area, and further 200 meters area as had been defined as ‘regulated area’under provisions of Section-20(A&B) of the Ancient Monuments And Archaeological Sites And
Remains (Amendment and Validation) Act’2010. Disregarding such provisions had been identified
considerable as a punishable offence under Section-30(A&B), of the same act. Purpose of this
signage was understood by this researcher as, to offer an spacious and welcoming surrounding
around this temple.
10.1.2.3. Prohibited and Regulated Area Signage:
This Green colored signage board was found installed within the temple premise, near the main
entrance by the Horticulture Division-IV, Bhubaneswar of the Archeological Survey of India. This
board was displaying different orders issued by the Deputy Superintending Horticulturist.
Purpose of this signage was understood by this researcher as, to keep and maintain a green, clean
and dignified environment around this temple’s premise, refer image-20(C).
10.2. Existing Condition of Chitrakarini Temple’s Restoration: A Study
As per the findings, existing condition of architectural structures, sculptures and artifacts of the
Chitrakarini Temple could be considered as a poorly damaged monument. So, as an appreciable
initiative, re-cementing of the stone-cracks over the wall panels had been done. The repair marks
of intensive conservational repair can be easily observed over the wall panels of the Chitrakarini
Temple all around. In the direction of preserving this 13th century built monument, which was
found suffering from its multifold detreating conditions these days- itself was a challenging task.
This challenging task had been incorporated using highly skillful hands of the monument
conservators, which was commendable in itself.

Image-21: Restored two-dimensional structures and murals: (A.) A cement filled, poorly
damaged wall crack, (B.) A restored two-dimensional mural slabs with re-cemented
joints, (C.) A poorly damaged originally sculpted wall panel restored using non-sculpted
sand stone blocks- to protect this panel’s strength (Photographs by author)
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However, as per the received findings received through this field visit, researcher was only able to
identify repair works executed over the joints of two-dimensional surfaces of this temple’s stone
panels. Researcher was unable to identify any three-dimensional sculpture, which was repaired to
retrieve its near-original sculptural form, within their ‘own three-dimensional respective visual
spaces’. None of the partially or completely damaged three-dimensional sculptures had been
identified restored in such a manner, so that they may able to re-achieve their ‘own form of
identity(s)’, as they might deserve.

Image-22: Existing conditions of three-dimensional sculptures: (A.) A sculpture with
completely lost its lower half section and damaged face, (B.) A poorly damaged sculpted
section, where cement had been applied to cover the upper surface of stone joints, while
the three dimensional sculptural form is untreated, (C.) A completely lost sculpture
remain- in completely unidentifiable status (Photographs by author)
So, however this research appreciates the existing condition of restoration, but also criticizing this
segment of ignorance, which was also supposed to be explored by the team of restorers. And so,
this temple was still found in the need of three-dimensional sculptural restoration, and allowing
sufficient space for further improvements, to re-achieve its previous-similar sculptural glory.

Image-23: (A.) View of a post application un-evened cement decomposition, (B.) A wall
with artifacts get uncleaned by the excessive use of restoration material, (C.) View of a
used cementing material mass, which was unable to hold its cemented extension
(Photographs by author)
Even, there were several examples had been identified, where cementing materials had not been
cleaned up by the team of restorers, and now causing untidy visual appearance; please refer
image-23(A)- this should be evened, using a piece of fabric- while the cementing material was in
pouring condition. Few other sections of this temple’s wall panels had been found extremely dirty,
due to the improper spread of restoration materials and cracks were only partially treated; please
refer image-23(B). This researcher was shocked to found a section of wall panel, where the used
restoration cement was spread massively; and self-explaining that the used cement was unable to
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hold the cemented panel, and so dropped down the attachment. This might be resulted due to,
either- (a.) weight of the attached stone segment was excessive, and merely applying cement was
insufficient to restore and additional external reinforcement support was required along with the
cement; or, (b.) applied cement’s strength quality was lower than the restorer’s estimation; please
refer image-23(C). However this researcher cannot deny that, factors discussed under section-10.3,
may also be responsible for such issue; however no any mark of chiseling or hammering had been
traced over such remain of the blowout surface with ‘used cement’.
10.3. Temple Garden
The premise of Chitrakarini Temple was full of greeneries and fragrances of carefully planted
flowers all around; and ably provides an excellent visual appearance. Every piece of land, lies
within the temple’s premise may be considered as a carefully designed and crafted garden. The
gardening work had been executed by the Horticulture Division-IV, Bhubaneswar of the
Archeological Survey of India.

Image-24: Different information boards of in Chitrakarini Temple (Photographs by
author)
This researcher appreciates the rigorous efforts made by the Horticulture Division-IV,
Bhubaneswar of the Archeological Survey of India, in the direction to restore this temple’s
surrounding ambience. During his field visit, this researcher came across with a couple of findings
on an actual basis, where government orders and above efforts had been ignored74 at local level.
Here this has been found important to mention, that the purpose of highlighting such findings by
this researcher is purely holistic towards attracting the Local Community Supports75- as this
temple and its premise carries their native socio-cultural and religious values since last 900 years
and so they cannot ignore their responsibilities to maintain their own surroundings clean and
presentable to the remaining world. So, if government agencies are initiating some welcoming
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steps, they should at least support such initiatives at local level, by respecting basic guidelines, as
displayed through signage instructions in image-20(C).

Image-25: A few cases of ignorance at local level towards government orders displayed in
signage installation in Chitrakarini Temple premises: (A.) A local visitor walking on
garden grass along with his bicycle, (B.) A street dog residing in a peripheral temple
(without any existing idol) as her home- became stand with aggression at temple’s dooras disturbed by the unexpected presence of this researcher, (C.) Next peripheral temple
(also without any existing idol)- used as the junk yard for the post worshipped-used oil
lamps, (D.) A bunch of used local food packaging left out (oil washed newspapers and
polyethylene bags) (Photographs and illustration by author)
But local ignorance had been identified, by ignoring the fact that due to Chitrakarini Temple’s
socio-cultural and architectural excellence, this temple had been declared as a ‘Monument Of
National Importance’, under The Ancient Monuments And Archaeological Sites And Remains
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Act’1958- by Government of India, please refer image-20(B); and so this is important to respect
government’s holistic decision and contribute at their own level.
Findings regarding some of the examples at local level ignorance could be referred through the
illustration displayed in image-25, along with the orders issued by the Deputy Superintending
Horticulturist of Horticulture Division-IV Bhubaneswar, Archeological Survey of India. This
signage was permanently installed within the temple premise near its entrance, so that
instructions could be easily visible; and written script was also clearly readable and
understandable in Odiya, Hindi and English languages- so that any visitor may read, understand
and follow such instructions.
The role of local communities and residents may considerably contribute towards the
monumental conservation, premises cleanliness, and local holistically support different
government initiatives, to make their own habitat a batter place to live for themselves, and
maintain the socio-cultural and religious legacy for further generations. So, local residents could
be made aware, trained, and equipped with local monument management, as their local social
responsibility76. This might also contribute towards enhancing the traffic of tourists and help to
enhance revenue growth for local government77.
In image-25, for ease to understand, there were two types of illustrative symbols had been used as:
“ ” and “?”; where “ ”- represents that nothing identified against the subjected order-statement;
while“?”- represents the contraindicative findings against this government order, along with
evidences received, on an actual basis, form the Chitrakarini Temple premises.

Image-26: (A.) Internal Footpath connecting main temple with two other front located
peripheral temples and main entrance of the temple premise, (B.) Clay erosion below the
internal footpath, (C.) Remaining two peripheral temples were not found connected with
any internal footpath (Photographs by author)
10.4. Internal Footpath
This temple carries internal footpath to approach the main deity’s temple from the common
entrance of the Chitrakarini Temples premise. Further connecting two front side situated
peripheral temples with worshipping deities and the Tulsi Chaura78. This footpath was built using
laterite sandstone; however remaining two peripheral temples- situated in back of the main
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temple, were found unconnected with any footpath. Both of these unconnected peripheral
temples were found without any currently existing idols of deity. However, these two peripheral
temple’s architectural, sculptural and other creative expressions were found comparable with the
remaining two front facing as well footpath connected peripheral temples; and equally appealing
for any visitor of this premise.
So, as per the findings, both of these peripheral temples had also been connected through
extending the footpath, to allow visitors to approach these temples having comparable sculptural
importance. This way, a visitor could be self-motivate to walk only through the defined footpathwithout damaging well-crafted grass-mat of this garden.
11. Significance of Chitrakarini Temple in contemporary era
11.1. Paintress of Life: Mother
In contemporary context, the term: “Paintress” reflects- the “Paintress of Life” and recognizes the
vital role of a mother in their child’s grooming process! During this field visit, a sizable number of
sculptures had been identified, which portrayed different forms of a mother’s responsibilities,
holistically carried by her on a daily basis- in day to day life. This set of sculptural collection from
the wall panels of Chitrakarini Temple, reflects “Paintress Of Life: As Mother”. Please refer image27.

Image-27: Different forms of responsibilities, performed by mothers on a daily basis
towards the care, nourishment and protection for her children (Illustration and
Photography by author)
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However this temple’s sculptures found getting faded over the wheel of time, but were still able to
express a lot, through their sculptural expressions. Through the sculpture, displayed in image27(A), a mother had been represented as the first accompany and teacher, who keeps her eyes
open, alert and focused over the overall grooming of her child. Through the sculpture, displayed
in image-27(B), mother had been represented as quick attendant- who quickly fulfils
requirements raised by her kid like. In this sculpture, quickness of a mother had been iconized by
horse. Through the sculpture, displayed in image-27(C), mother was represented as an alert
defender from any threat(s) against her child. Through the image-27(D), mother had been
represented as a feeder and caregiver for life, her child-feeding concerns had been iconized by the
sheep- which provides milk and wool- and symbolizes protection from the hunger and weather
generated threats for human sustenance. Sculpture displayed in image-27(E), represents mother
as a fighter and killer of all negative impact causing thought process- during her child’s
psychological grooming; in this sculpture her killer attitude was iconized through a lion. In
image-27(F), displayed sculpture mother represents mother as the first doctor, who cares her
child and make her away from all health threatening evils- with always dancing pleasant smile
over her face.

Image-28: (A.) The self-explaining life-cycle panorama of a woman as the ‘Chitrakarini’, or
‘Paintress of Life’ (Illustration and Photography by author)
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11.2. Paintress of Life: Human Settlement
Carefully carved wall panels of Chitrakarini Temple were well-articulated canvas, which displays
life cycle of an idle women and honors the power of feminine contributions, towards life-building
over this planet. Through the sculptural panorama of temple, the role of a woman had been
displayed through multiple phases. This set of sculptural collection from the wall panels of
Chitrakarini Temple, reflects “Paintress of Life: For Human Settlement”. Please refer image-28.
11.3. Paintress of Life: Creative Professions and Academia
During the equivalent English terminology search, for the term, “Chitrakarini”, this researcher
found “Paintress”, in Collins Dictionary, where this word was available since 1797; and its wordmeaning was explained as- “A Female Painter”79. Further, as per the Wiktionary80, etymology of
this term is ‘Painter + Ess’. The term Paintress is a noun and its plural form is Paintresses.
However, this was quite painful experience for this researcher not to found any equivalent term
for- “ च का रणी”, in any Sanskrit; or in any Hindi or in any Odiya online dictionary resources

during his multiple search attempts. This word is derived from the term: “ च ” or “Chitr”. In
contemporary context, this Sanskrit originated word represents different meanings as a motherterminology, out of which a few are- drawing, painting etc. and carries beauty, aesthetics,
proportion, precision, imagination, planning etc. as its integrated elements. This term’s extended
applied forms could be identified today through- Painting, Drawing, Sculptures, Craft Design,
Architecture, Interior Design, Exhibition Design, Social Design, Public Space Design, Civil
Engineering, Home Science, Creative Writing, Graphics & Animation Design etc. and are being
recognized as independent professional streams.
Further, if go along the lateral association of “Chitrakarini” or “Female Painter” or “Paintress” with
present context- when different forms of ‘creative expressions’ had received recognition as
independent subject of studies in different educational and professional setups throughout the
world, and a large pool of universities, institutions and colleges are teaching, training and skilling
students through different set of academic programs, like- Bachelors, Masters, MPhil, PhD etc.,
with an comprehensive list of creative sector focused specializations, like- Craft Design,
Architecture, Interior Design, Exhibition Design, Social Design, Civil Engineering, Home Science,
and a number of Fine Arts disciplines, like- Sculpture, Painting etc.; by following well-defined
teaching pedagogies. In this context, the term- Chitrakarini, establishes its importance with this
temple’s nomenclature only; and could be referred as one of the first ever used term:
‘Chitrakarini’, which had been used to encompasses “Creative Sectors”- as across these sectorsbeauty, aesthetics, proportion, precision, imagination, planning etc. had always been placed at the
center of learning and explorations- which could be efficiently compared with the active
contributions by a woman towards turning her house into a beautiful home.
11.4. Contemporary Impact of the Chitrakarini Temple in Modern Architecture
In front of the Chitrakarini Temple, there was a house with beautiful cement-casted surface
ornamentations. This is a property of Mr. Dhrubacharana Sahu. Construction of this house was
concluded in 1951. House is an excellent example of contemporary architectural exploration,
where the sculptural legacy of the Chitrakarini Temple had been skillfully fused with the roman
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expressions (Please refer, India received independence in August, 1947 from the British rule81which was merely 04 years before concluding this building’s construction)- so, the effects of the
then socio-political impacts could be seen through artifacts of this building.
Artefact from
the wall-panel
of Mr.
Dhrubachara
na Sahu’s
House
(1951 CE)

Relevant
Sculptures
of the
Chitrakari
ni Temple
(13th
century
CE)
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Image-29: Different sculptures of the Chitrakarini Temple had been used in a neighboring
house, built in 1951 by Mr. Dhrubacharana Sahu in Old Town Area of Bhubaneswar. This
house is sustaining today (during 2017-2018), and found under regular use by the family of
its owner (Illustration and Photography by author)
The external surface of this building was made up of ‘Portland Cement’82. Artifacts are primarily
based over the Hindu Religion oriented different epics, as used in Chitrakarini Temple’s wall
panels. Majority of the forms of this building’s ground floor were identified, either as the direct
metaphor of a few sculptures of Chitrakarini Temple- please refer image- 29(A,D&E); or were its
near similar versions with the then influencing European stylization, please refer image- 29(B&C).
Further the first floor of this building surrounds different epics of the Lord Krishn83, as inscribed
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in the holy Hindu book Mahabharat84. According to Hindu mythology, Lord Krishn was an
incarnation of God Vishnu85; which relates the building with Vaishnavism, like the Chaitrakarini
Temple. Artifacts of this floor highlights two forms of lord Krishn- first as the epic guru- while
though delivered the Geetopdesh86 to his friend and follower Arjun87, before the Mahabharat
War88; and second as an epic lover, while sharing pleasant time with her sole-met Radha89.

12. Conclusion
Sculptural panorama of Chitrakarini Temple not only encompasses the human life, but also
extends its dimensions to honor female’s contributions across the pool of creatures who shares
our biosphere equally. Even mythological forms had been honored to create and establish lifelinks between human being and different members of animal kingdom- in this temple sculptures.
And establish the statement, that a mother is only a mother; and is regardless to limit her status
by bounding her identity with any race or ethnicity. This perspective of Hindu philosophy is
commendable in itself!
As understood, the central philosophy behind this temple was to honor feminine contributions
towards the evolution, creation, management and maintenance of life cycles; and so, worships
and honors her as the ‘Paintress of Life’. Where being a ‘Paintress of life’ she acts as: an appeal of
beauty- when she gets younger; a cheerful partner- she gets married; a responsible mother- when
her child takes birth; the first teacher and caregiver- when her child first tries to understand their
surroundings; as the guide- when her child grown younger and get ready to self-sustain further
stages of their life, as displayed through illustrations of image-27 and 28. According to the local
socio-cultural beliefs, today, Goddess Chitrakarini is recognized as a form of “Matridevi” or Mother
Goddess by local devotee. As per local believes, this goddess blesses her followers with intellectual
growth and encourages them to “beautify their overall family-life”, using their constructive
aptitude and attitude. Goddess Chitrakarini is still being worshipped today by the newly wedded
Hindu Brides, with the belief to receive blessings of Goddess Chitrakarini, so that they may ably
any successfully beautify their overall forthcoming family-life, and may establish herself- as a
cheerful partner for her husband, a responsible mother for her forthcoming children and a
responsible citizen for this planet. This way the Chitrakarini Temple establishes, that a women
should not be treated as a second class citizen in any aspect90; they always has had their own and
equal identity, which makes them equally important. So they should must be respected and
honored91 accordingly. So, this 13th century built Hindu temple could be considered among the
first known ‘Feminine Power Expressionist Architectural and Sculptural Panorama’.
In contemporary context, Sanskrit originated word “Chitr” represents different meanings as a
mother-terminology, out of which a few are- drawing, painting etc. and carries beauty, aesthetics,
proportion, precision, imagination, planning etc. as its integrated elements. This term’s extended
applied forms could be identified today through- Painting, Drawing, Sculptures, Craft Design,
84
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Architecture, Interior Design, Exhibition Design, Social Design, Public Space Design, Civil
Engineering, Home Science, Graphics & Animation Design along with a number of Fine Arts
disciplines, like- Sculpture, Painting etc.; and are being recognized as independent professional
streams. So, in this context, the term “Chitrakarini” is establishing its relevance with the
contemporary era.
But these days Chitrakarini Temple is in requirement of the overall serious monumental revival.
Otherwise this might be difficult to preserve this historical monument’s glories for further
generations. This will be an irreversible, irrevocable loss for the entire human settlement, feminist
movements, and of course for the creative disciplines across the world.
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